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✓ phosphate group

✓ sugar - pentose (5 carbons) (ribose, deoxyribose)

✓ heterocyclic base: 

purine - adenine (A) (6-aminopurin)

- guanine (G) (2-amino-6-oxopurin)

pyrimidine - cytosine (C) (6-amino-2-oxopyrimidin) 

- thymine (T) (2,6-dioxo-5-metylpyrimidin)  

- uracil (U) (2,6-dioxopyrimidin)

NUCLEIC ACID

Monomer = nucleotide

(7%)



Base pairing (complementarity)

U    A

T    A

C    G

purine base + pyrimidine base

Draw structure of DNA



▪ two nucleotides are linked by a phosphodiester bond (between

phosphate group of one nucleotide and fifth carbon in sugar of second 

nucleotide) formed by the condensation reaction similar to 

formation of peptide bond 

▪ bases are bound to sugar by glycosidic bond

Nucleic acid chain

sugar
phosphate

The size of DNA = number of base pairs (bp)

oligonucleotides - short chains (< 50 bp) 

polynucleotides - longer chains 

Animation of DNA with song:

* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKEziIKHGOE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKEziIKHGOE


▪ usually one single-stranded polynucleic chain, formed from

ribose and bases (A, G, C, U).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

✓ tRNA (transfer RNA) - brings amino acids to ribosomes

during translation

✓ rRNA (ribosomal RNA) - with proteins makes ribosomes

✓ mRNA (messenger RNA) - encodes polypeptide

✓ snRNA (small nuclear RNA) - with proteins forms

complexes used in RNA processing in eukaryotes

✓ viral RNA (single or double-stranded, linear)

Types of nucleic acids

Ribonucleic acid (RNA)



▪ double-stranded chains bound by hydrogen bonds between

bases (in some viruses single-stranded DNA); formed by 2-

deoxyribose and bases (A, G, C, T).

✓ linear - in eukaryotes

✓ circular - in viruses, plasmids, chromosomes (procaryote, 

mitochondrial, chloroplast)

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

Draw structure of tRNA



▪ type and order (sequence) of nucleotides in polynucleic chain

RNA - helix, double helix (in RNA viruses)

- clover-leaf (tRNA)

DNA - linear/circular right-handed double 

helix (strands are antiparallel) 
(1953 J.Watson, F.Crick - DNA description, 1962 

J.Watson, F.Crick, M.Wilkins - Nobel price)

t-RNA

Conformation

1) primary structure

2) secondary structure

▪ shape of polynucleic chain in space

3) tertiary structure

▪ DNA is organized in chromosome



Maurice Wilkins
(1916)

New Zealand, King Edwards school in 

Birmingham, physics

Rosalind Franklin 
(1920-1958)

Londyne, Cambridge university, 

chemistry and biology



James Watson and Francis Crick – their model of DNA



Francis Harry Compton Crick

(1916 - 2004)
Northampton in England, University College in London,

physics, organic chemistry, genetics

James Dewey Watson 

(1929)
Chicago in Illinois, University of Chicago, 

physiology, chemistry, genetics



Denaturation - double-stranded helix dissociate into single 

strands by heat or high pH. 

Hybridization - reversible process of denaturation

Cleavage (depolymeration) - breaking of covalent bond 

between nucleotides of DNA strands by specific enzymes

(restrictive nucleases)

denaturation

cleavage



When is DNA replicated?
G1 (first gap) - growth of cell

S (syntetic) - replication of nuclear DNA (duplication of chromosomes)

G2 (second gap) - growth of cell continues

M - MITOSIS - cell divides its nucleus

CYTOKINESIS - cell divides its cytoplasm



How is DNA copied or replicated?

1) enzyme TOPOISOMERASE catalyze uncoiling of DNA  
(topoisomers = identical loops of DNA with different numbers of twists)

2) replication starts with binding of initiator proteins which

denatures oriC (origin of replication, AT-rich) and enzyme 

DNA HELICASE (one for each strand) untwists DNA in both

directions (energy from ATP) into ss DNA to form replication

bubble (with two replication forks)

SSB (ss binding proteins) – inhibit pairing of DNA strands

3) enzyme RNA PRIMASE synthesizes RNA primer (short RNA 

segment complementar to DNA segment)

4) enzyme DNA POLYMERASE III add nucleotides based on 

complementar base pairing



LEADING STRAND

▪ new DNA strand is continuously synthesized in 5'→ 3'

direction (single RNA primer is used)

LAGGING STRAND

▪ new DNA strand is synthesized in 5' → 3' direction in short 

segments known as Okazaki fragments (multiple RNA 

primers are used)

5) enzyme RNA NUCLEASE removes RNA fragments

6) enzyme DNA POLYMERASE I fill the gaps where RNA was 

present and add new nucleotides

7) enzyme DNA LIGASE ligates the nucleotides together



➢ DNA replication is in 5´ → 3´ on new DNA strain !!!

➢ DNA replication results in 2 identical copies of DNA

Animation of DNA replication:
https://www.yourgenome.org/video/dna-replication

https://www.yourgenome.org/video/dna-replication


In eukaryotes:

▪ linear chromosomes contain

many origins of replication (in 

human about 10 000), that allows

faster replication

Draw buble with leading and legging strands.

In prokaryotes:

▪ circular genomes of prokaryotes

contain single origin



Asymmetry of replication fork



What are telomeres?

= repeating sequences of 6 bp (TTAGGG

on one DNA strand, AATCCC on the other one)

Why do chromosomes have telomeres?

▪ prevent chromosome ends from sticking

to each other, allow cells to divide

without losing genes

Why do telomeres get shorter each time a 

cell divides?

▪ DNA polymerases add nucleotides only

to 3‘end, RNA primer is removed from

5'end leaving ssDNA segment that is

degradated and thus DNA is shortened

with each round of DNA replication (cells

normally can divide about 50 - 70 times)



Does anything counteract

telomere shortening?

▪ enzyme TELOMERASE

(ribonucleoprotein) adds

tandem repeats of bases to 

DNA using RNA molecule as 

template
Active telomerase in: 

sperm cells

stem cells

unicellular eukaryotes

cancer cells

Are Telomeres Key to Aging and 

Cancer? 

▪ when cells divides often, 

telomeres become very short, 

cells can not divide and die
Animation of telomerases:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=2NS0jBPurWQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NS0jBPurWQ


DNA damage: by exogenous agents

such (ionizing radiation, genotoxic

chemicals, endogenously generated reactive

oxygen, mechanical stress on chromosomes)

1. DNA mismatch repair

➢correction of replication errors

(base-base mismatches) that result

from DNA polymerase

misincorporation

Steps: recognition of DNA lesion, 

lesion excision, strand correction by 

DNA repair synthesis

DNA REPAIR PATHWAYS

DNA polymerase binds 

wrong nucleotide

wrong nucleotide is cleaved in 

3´ to 5´direction

other nucleotide is added

synthesis continues in 5´ to 

3´direction

template DNA

DNA polymerase



2. Base excision repair

➢ mutagenic damage of DNA from deamination, depurination

➢ pyrimidine dimers caused by UV component of sunlight, 

DNA intrastrand crosslinks, oxidative damage

thymine 

dimer

UV light



➢ endonuclease cleaves nucleotide

➢ DNA polymerase adds nucleotide to 3' end

➢ DNA ligase restores the integrity of DNA

Steps: damage recognition, opening of DNA duplex around

lesion, incision of damaged DNA strand, gap repair synthesis, 

strand ligation (repair process requires more than 30 proteins) 



Transposition - transposon

Repetitive sequence in DNA



= translocation of DNA sequence by 

enzyme TRANSPOSASE

➢ intermolecular – between different

DNA molecules (e.g. plasmid and 

bacterial chromosome)

➢ intramolecular – on the same DNA 

molecule, cause change in genetic

information, can lead to 

inactivation of genes in which it is

located

TRANSPOSITION

TRANSPOSON = jumping genes, 

mobile genetic elements (DNA 

sequence that can translocate)



Intramolecular Intermolecular



Eukaryotic transposons
VSG genes – for antigen structures in trypanosomes

P-elements – development abnormality in Drosophila melanogaster

McClintok elements – coloration of maze grains

Barbara McClintock (1902-1992)

1983 - Nobel price for physiology

and medicine, discovery of mobile 

genetic elements (transposons) in 

maze



TRANSPOSON
DNA

REPLICATION

TRANSPOSON
DNA

REPLICATION

conservative

transposition

replicative

transposition

Bacterial transposons

Animation of transposition: 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_NQ5KVtLcA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr9xln6tHF8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_NQ5KVtLcA
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html


Retrotransposons = genetic elements that move in genome by 

being transcribed to RNA and back to DNA by reverse 

transcriptase

LINEs (long interspersed elements) with reverse transcriptase

SINEs (short interspersed elements)

LINE SINE

transcription transcription

translation

reverse

transcription
reverse

transcription

reverse

transcriptase

DNA

RNA

DNA

integration into new place of 

DNA
DNA



REPETITIVE SEQUENCES (tandem repeats)

Microsatellites - Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) that

consist of 2-6 bp in length, can be repeated 10 to 100 times

▪ in nuclear and organellar DNA

▪ used as molecular markers in genetics, population studies, 

relationship studies STR (short tandem repeats)

GCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGC (GC)14

GCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGCGC (GC)10

Minisatellites - consist of a short series of bases 10-100 bp in 

length, occur at more than 1000 locations in human genome

➢ some contain a central (core) sequence of bases

„GGGCAGGAXG” (X can be any base), persons genome 

have different numbers of repeats, thereby making them

unique
VNTR (variable number of tandem repeats)



Genetic marker = DNA sequence that can be identified by 

simple assay

Commonly used types of genetic markers:

▪ STR (Short Tandem Repeat) - microsatellite polymorphism

▪ SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) - microsatellite

polymorphism

▪ VNTR (Variable Number of Tandem Repeat) - minisatellite

polymorphism

▪ RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism)


